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THE UNIVERSI1Y oF MicHIGAN

LAw SCHooL

April Fools, 1998

Changes Cotning to Records Office
Responding to years of complaints about
the service quality of the Student Records
Office an exuberant Dean Lehman announced
a significant new initiative to improve the
quality of student services at the law school.
Just in time for the upcoming registration period, the enitre office will be replaced by a
single ten-year-old Gateway 386 computer.
"We consider this to be an upgrade," said
Dean Lehman. "Besides, it solves two problems: not only have we found a use for the
old lab computers but now we hope the
records office will be able to do two things at
once." The computer is expected to solve
many hassles. Said one anonymous administration source, "Apparently you can actually
program a computer to rank students' registration requests according to seniority and
their own personal preference." In order to
ease the transition, the computer will be pro-
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grammed to randomly enroll students in
courses they don'trequest and will block any
attempt by a 3L to register for a class necessary for graduation. Best of all, the computer only needs forty-five minutes for
lunch.
Rumors have surfaced that a
squabble has erupted between Special
Assistant to the Associate Dean David
Baum and Schedule Empress Kaye
Castro over who will control the mouse.
When asked for comment, Neal Plotkin
responded, "I don 't see what the problem
is, you can't plug a mouse into a 386. Can
you?"
Along these lines, upgrades are planned
for the Office of Financial Aid. Inside sources
have indicated that a Magic 8-Ball will replace current staff in the hopes that it will provide speedier status updates on individual stu-

dents'
fmancial aid packages. When .this reporter
attempted to ascertain the status of his fmancial aid package, the 8-Ball responded, "Reply Hazy, ask again later."

U.S. News Ranking Corrected:
Career _S ervices Now #1
NYU Student Exclaims: "It sucks here, I'm transferring tomorraw!"
In a surprise move, U.S. News and
World Repon announced in a full page
advertisement in the Ann Arbor Daily
News that it had made some serious errors

in its calculations of this year's rankings.
The letter was apparently an attempt to
address seriously the concerns of the many
law school deans across the country who
have banded together in protest over the
magazine's ranking system. Theletterread
in part:
We here at U.S. News have had lots of

fun at the expense the conununity of law
schools over the past few years. We are
especially proud of how we can make
schools randomly jump up and down in
the rankingsfrom year to year. We are even
more proud ofthe fact that we've managed
to create fourteen "Top Ten" schools... But
even journalists can develop a conscience

and we have staned feeling sorry for
schools like Michigan. So to begin to make
amends, we have decided to give Michigan the #7 ranking it deserves and we will
do so by once and for all recognizing the
stellar #1 performance of its career services ojJice.
When asked for a comment, Dean
Lehman responded, "Thank God! I've
been telling everyone that everything is
just rme here at Michigan. I'm glad U.S.
News is flnally getting things right especially as it concerns Career Services. Susan Kalb Weinberg, JD <skwjd@
umich.edu> is a misunderstood genius.
You have to put her on the spectrum with
Rain Man, that brat from Good Will Hunting and Terrance Sandalow. She is a jobrmding machine."
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Career Services
Responds
Part II-Weinberg Takes Aim at
Other Schools, UM Alums, and
Admissions Office
By Sanjeev Date
RG Contributing Editor

. On Thursday, the RG inteviewed Susan Weinberg regarding last issue's story
on Career Services. The hour and a half
interview was interspersed with some usefu1 information about soon-to-be Career
Services innovations. However, Susan
Weinberg also leveled much criticism for
our poor placement record at other law
schools' Career Services Offices, Michigan Law School Alumni, and our Admissions Office.
So why did Susan Weinberg level
criticism at these targets! Seemingly to
explain away the apparently large statistical disparity in employment rates between
Michigan and its peer schools in the most
recent issue of U.S. News. Here are some
interview highlights:

Regarding Other Law Schools'
Career Services
RG: What new things are we doing to
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Judge Richard P. Matsch speaks to a capacity crowd in Room 100 at last week:S
symposium.

Distinguished MLS Alum Speaks at
Joumal of Law Reform Symposium
By Kris Lenart
RG Editor-in-Chief

Last weekend, the University of
Michigan Journal of Law Reform hosted
a symposium entitled Jury Reform: Making Juries Work. One of the highlights of
the symposium was the keynote address,
delivered by Judge Richard P. Matsch of
the U.S. District Court of Colorado. Judge
Matsch received his J.D. from Michigan
Law School in 1953, and was appointed
to the bench by Richard Nixon. He has
most recently been in the news for presid-

ing over the trials of Timothy McVeigh and
Terry Nichols, both convicted for their
roles in the Oklahoma City bombing.
However, Judge Matsch did not speak
at last week's symposium about these famous trials. Rather, the theme of the keynote address, entitled "To Render a True
Verdict," was that one must be carefu1 to
jump to conclusions about the state of the
jury system and suggestions· for reform.
Judge Matsch took issue with the title of

See SYMPOSIUM, next page

Workshop
Continued from page 2
Donica Varner, from Lewis & Munday,
gave an introductory speech about her experiences with communication and credibility, setting the tone for the rest of the
day.
The panels covered topics such as developing professional opportunities, gender communication issues in different
types of workplaces, and survival techniques for law school and beyond.
The panelists represented a variety of
legal professions such as corporate law,
international trade, public interest, criminal law, in-house coWlsel, employment discrimination law, and education. "I value
tremendously the alumnae gifts of time and
resources," commented EklWld. Each panelist described her backgroWld, personal
stories and experiences.
A 1978 graduate of the law school,
Pat Curtner of Chapman & Cutler in Chicago, described how she developed a new
area of municipal bond law. She had a
firm strategy for success-not only how
to develop that area oflaw, but how to ensure that it accorded her personal success
in her frrm as well. Students were impressed by her candor, drive and aggressive business sense.
Cori Yates, a 1992 graduate, described

Symposium
Continued from page 2
the symposium, stating that the word "reform" should be avoided because it "suggests something is seriously wrong." He
said that despite all the public criticism
he feels that the jury system does work
as a whole, and that "people serving as
jurors do the best they can." He believes
that "much of the criticism of jury trials comes from highly publicized criminal trials where the outcome does not
match" the predictions of the media An
actual example of the failure of the jury
process, according to Judge Matsch, is
a hwtg jury, which fortunately occurs
quite rarely.
Judge Matsch expressed concern
about some recent attempts at jury reform,
such as the use of a smaller jury in some
civil trials. He felt that since ''jurors do

how to have a ''non-traditional" legal career. After clerking for the 7"' Circuit Court
of Appeals and then the U.S . Supreme
Court, she became an Assistant Defender
at the State Appellate Defender Office in
Lansing. Ms. Yates described how she
goes barefoot in the office and is still somewhat taken with the "romance" of going
in and out of prisons to represent inmates.
"I guess the only trade-off in choosing this
career is the money . . . but that never
mattered to me."
Anne Harrington of the UM Business
School gave provoking, interactive commentaries after each panel discussion. She
reflected on what the women had spoken
about, invited students to describe their
impressions, and challenged them to fmd
their own "voice" in order to develop credibility in commwtication.
Over lunch students met in small
groups with panelists and other alumnae
practitioners to discuss topics such as academic careers, litigation, networking and
corporate law. This was an opportunity
for the students to speak one-on-one with
the workshop participants. "I liked the
small group atmosphere; it was very informative," said Liz Boyer, a ftrst-year law
student.
The day ended with a banquet at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel. The featured key-

note speakers were 'The Sisters," the Honorable Cornelia Kennedy of the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the 6th Circuit and her sister, the Honorable Margaret Schaeffer, a
retired Michigan District Court Judge.
Other speakers were alumnae who were
at the law school in the 1960's and '70's.
Zena Zumeta, the director of the Mediation Training & Consultation Institute,
described the "Day of Revolution" in her
class in the early 70's. In order to have
their voices heard by the administration,
women law students picketed the faculty
lounge, which is now the cafe Wlder the
reading room.
"The banquet was my favorite part of
the day. I loved hearing the stories from
the sister judges and from the alumnae
from the 1960's-it really gave me a perspective on the history of women here,"
commented Elizabeth Stephan-Conrads, a
ftrst-year law student.
In their shared speech, the "Sisters"
described their experiences as women in
the law school in the 1940's and as the ftrst
womenjudgesin thecowttry. "Judges had
always been addressed as 'Mr. Justice,' and
people began to address me as 'Mrs. Justice.' I said I was not Ms. or Miss or Mrs.,
only 'Justice.' Justice knows no gender."

bring their individual experiences" and
perspectives to 'the courtroom, the more
people, the better the result "Six people
do not represent the commwtity," he stated.
Also, he feels that since jurors must de-

Matsch, are actually attributable to the fact
that "all trials are human events." Thus,
he says, "they are subject to all the frailties of the human condition." ''No two trials on the same issues can be expected to
have identical outcomes." Also, said
Judge Matsch, "we enlist not only the
minds, but also the hearts, souls, and
viscera of those called to jury duty."
With this, he stated, comes the "gut
reaction" of the jurors, which people
are often not comfortable admitting
plays a part in our justice system.
Judge Matsch felt that another source
of unease with the jury system is from
changes in our society which are necessarily reflected in the courtroom. He
sees problems in impressing upon the jury
a sense of the importance of their task.
"There have been attitudinal changes," he

If the law is so complex that it

cannot be explained to these
twelve people, there is something wrong.
--Judge Richard P. Matsch
pend on their recollection of the evidence
during deliberations, "twelve people are
boWld to remember more than six."
Many of the problems people identify
with the jury system, according to Judge

•
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INDIAN MASSACRE AT 1st
By Larry Sager
WASIDNGTON D.C An intriguing
mix between the past, and of the future's
history being made in the present. A quick
Metro ride, a short walk to Constitution
and First Streets NE across from the Capitol, and one may view the modern 21st
century American version of the Indian
massacre. No need for yellow-haired fireeyed generals or battle-worn soldiers to
lend their military-honed killing skills to
the exercise. We venerate the legal mechanism assuring there will be no women
dressed in buckskin running with their babies from cavalrymen pitifully firing steel
bullets into their bodies for we are a civilized society. A free clean pristine enterprise within the walls of a majestic and architecturally engaging building, where
marble statutes adorn the hall asserting the
greatness of men, engravings at the entrance embrace the sky and pay homage
to the glory, splendor_and
grandeur of JUSTICE.
This day's oral
arguments:

Montana v. Crow Tribe of Indians, where
an Indian tribe can recover in quasi-contract from state and county illegally imposed taxes ($58 million) paid by
Westmoreland Resources who leased mining rights from the Crow Tribe between
1975 and 1982. The District court subsequently ruled the tribe was not entitled to
any money. The second case, Cass County
Minn. v. Leechl.akeBandofChippewalndians, whether an Indian tribe enjoys immunity from state and local government
taxation on land previously taken from Indian ownership, and reacquired in fee
simple by the tribe, irrespective of statute
or treaty under which it was originally conveyed.
The Justices enter. In both cases, Justice O'Connor was first to ask a question,
(perhaps by agreement, protocol, or coincidence). TheJusticescornmentedatleast
twice during the arguments except for Justice Thomas, who sat quietly
slumped in his chair- never lost

~'~~~~~~~,......

!j

his composure, at no time uttered a single word, and at no
time seemed to take notice of
the passing myriad of legal and policy concerns.
The attorneys
were extremely attentive and responsive to the
Justices' areas of concern,
regardless, at one
point,
Justice
O'Connor wildly rebuked one of them for being evasive. Seated next to
her, Justice Rehnquist raised
his brow, turned to the opposite side of the gallery, and gave
a knowing smile, (perhaps chauvinist chuckle), obviously having
seen other attorneys on the receiving end of a similarly situated
O'Connor reprimand.
A-Mon -

tana v. Crow. Montana's state solicitor
Clay Riggs argued the $58 million in taxes
paid to the state and County by
Westmoreland and should not go to the
Crow. But had the state not taxed the coal,
the tribe could have levied a tax, raised
the price, or received a higher royalty,
countered Justice Department Attorney
Jeffrey Lamken. The justices questioned
whether the tribe would have in fact attempted generate a higher price for the
coal. Indeed, the tribe had attempted to
enact a 25 percent tax (compared to the 33
percent state and county tax), but the Interior Department refused to approve it. The
government later acknowledged its refusal
was in error. Justice Souter asked if the
tribe should be able to collect the full $58
million when it would have received a
lesser amount from the company. As long
as it was not a "grossly disproportionate"
amount,
answered
Lamken.
"Westmoreland recognized that one way
or another it was going to have to pay,"
argued Robert Pelcyger, the tribe's attorney.
Justice O'Connor asked whether the
case "ought to be sent back so we can look
at what the injury to the tribe was," and
made the argument that the Crow Tribe
could not receive restitution because they
did not petition for it. Her seeming lack of
awareness regarding Civil Procedure
Rules, (a plaintiff need not plead a specific remedy), dimmed only in comparison to Justice Thomas's lack of awareness
that he sits on the highest court. "Why
can't they just get restitution?" Justice
Breyer asked, and proceeded to outline a
convincing argument that the state raised
revenue by using the tribe's mineral resources. "Why shouldn't they have it? The
state isn't entitled to it." Breyer enthusiastically concluded, praising his law clerks
for their thorough and painstaking research
on the issue of restitution where someone
makes money from property not belonging to them.
Although the coal company was not
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AND CONSTITUTION
party to the suit, in fact having waived any
entitlement to the refund, Justice Scalia
argued on their behalf, expressing his desire to return the tax money to the them,
reasoning that it's their money, it's their
coal, and by god, they earned it the old
fashioned way, (by stealing from the Indians with the governments' acquiescence).
Military "campaigns." Military
Force was indispensable to "Indian
policy," and land cessions. In concert with
military dominance came the judicial and
legislative decisions. Historical omissions
and ethnocentric thinking rationalize the
further destruction of Indian society and
its political structures. It then becomes
easier to argue these Nations and communities never existed in the first place. The
allotment policy of the latter nineteenth
century broke-up reservations previously
established by treaty making sizable
amounts of reservation land available to
non-Indians. Ninety-five percent of the
land was taken by allotment. Meanwhile,
Indian children were removed from reservations and their families, the goal: to destroy the social fabric of Native American
communal land-based societies.
Minnesota v. Leech Lake Band. In various
parts of the United States, Indian tribes are
attempting to recreate a land base by repurchasing property once their own. In the
1980's, the Chippewa started buying back
the 21 parcels, described by Minnesota's
attorney as part of a beautiful resort area,
located next to a lake, usable for summer
vacation homes several months of the year.
The implication - how can we allow a
bunch of savages access to this prime real
estate?
This time, before Minnesota's young
attorney had the opportunity to set himself at the podium, Justice Rehnquist
launched into a question regarding the application of a previous case, "if you would
get to that at some point in your argument,"
he queried politely and casually. The attorney immediately and directly answered,
and did the same when the other Justices

questioned him.
When the next
attorney stood to
speak on behalf of
the tribe, Justice
Souter, somewhat anti-climactically,
imitated the
C h i e f
Justice's approach by immediately asking a question
before the attorney began. How might the
justices rule in favor of
the tribe and be consistent with past opinions,
Souter inquired.
Under the Nelson Act
of 1889, the subject 21 parcels had become alienated
from tribal control and eventually were owned by non-Indians.
In 1934, the Indian Reorganization
Act (IRA) reestablished the federal recognition of tribes,
ending the allotment .
policy and indefinitely extending
the trust period for Indian lands held in trust by
the United States. The Leech Lake Band
is governed in part by the Chippewa's constitution pursuant to the IRA, thus bringing this question of the land's taxability to
the courts. The problem of getting around
the IRA particularly bothered Justice
Scalia. He mentioned this several times.
But this did not bother him as much as the
prospect of Indians buying land.
When the discussion again turned specifically to this haunting spectre of Native
Americans reacquiring their property,
Scalia, Rehnquist, and O'Connor in unison shouted excitedly. The Justices were
visibly disturbed. What if the Indians begin buying up prime downtown property?
"They ought to buy up all the land in

sight," Scalia sarcastically commented.
''They've got a great advantage over other
landowners," he complained, "since they
don't have to pay taxes." The attorney with
the soft-spoken manner countered, "they
are simply attempting to rebuild their land
base, to recover lands taken from them..."
"It was voluntary," interrupted Rehnquist.
"Voluntary," he boomed. The attorney
pointed out that this case did not concern
the downtown area Justice Breyer stepped
in, making a noble attempt to alleviate the
wide-eyed fears of the other Justices, that
"the Indians are coming, and they're buying up downtown Minneapolis." But, to
See FIRST AND CONSTITUION
continued on page 10
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going to predictably admit some people
that are going to have trouble getting jobs.
I think a lot of people here don't get into
Yale and Harvard; I think a lot of people
here don't get into other schools.
RG: Do you think we admit more of these
types of students than our peer schools
with similar admissions statistics?
Weinberg: I don't know about students
at other schools ... I also think that people
are encouraged to stay in law school who'd
be better off leaving. Those people graduate from law school without being focused
on what they want to do.

Minnesota, BYU, George Washington).
Unfortunately, such criticism tends to
Continued from page 2
obscure some substantive comments she
correct for our annual low placement stats?
made regarding improvements to the OfWeinberg: I don't think our placement
fice. One improvement is the addition of
stats are low. We shouldn't focus on stavideo-conferencing equipment designed to
tistics because I question the veracity of
allow students to interview with smaller
the employment stats that other law
employers that don't come to campus.
This equipment was used for the frrst time
schools turn in. A lot of schools can be
more liberal in their interpretation of how
recently, and apparently resulted in some
to measure employment.
success.
RG: Do you have any evidence of this
Second, Susan Weinberg is planning
sort of behavior?
to put in place a more effective means of
Weinberg: I've heard of it happening at
"tracking" student status. This would deseveral schools.
crease the number of students of"unknown
status," three-quarters of whom
RG: Which schools?
Weinberg: I can't tell you that.
US News assumes are unem"The Admissions process is going to pre- ployed.
Third, this fall Michigan will
Regarding Michigan Law
dictably admit some people that are go- make
its frrst plunge into orgaAlums
ing to have trouble getting jobs. I think nized off-campus interviewing.
Weinberg: A lot of our gradua lot of people here don't get into Yale Along with Columbia and Penn,
Michigan students can pay their
ates have so much pride in havand Harvard; I think a lot ofpeople here way to Washington D.C. to intering a Michigan degree that they
view with smaller frrms and pubwould rather claim they are undon't get into other schools. "
lic interest organizations.
employed than admit they have
-Susan Kalb Weinberg
Finally, Weinberg mentioned
non-legal work. I recently had a
staffing concerns as a major issue.
graduate say he was unemStatistical evidence supports Ms.
ployed; I only recently found out
Weinberg's contention here; NYU has nine
that he in fact was telemarketing at the
Our Commentary
full-time career counselors for private-side
time.
Some analysis of Susan Weinberg's
employment compared to Michigan's two.
RG: Notwithstanding particular exconcerns are in order, in my editorial caWeinberg is currently trying to increase the
amples, most people are going to find this
pacity.
In fairness to Weinberg, her frrst
size of the Career Services staff.
theory questionable. First, you're suggestconcern (questioning the veracity of other
Between Susan Weinberg's charactering that our graduates, out of pride, are
schools' Career Services) raises a serious
ization of the problem and the proposed
more likely to claim they are totally out of
issue. It is no laughing matter if other
additions to Career Services, there is a lot
work rather than doing some part time
schools are in fact padding their statistics.
to consider about placement. As always,
work? Second, our peer schools have great
But caution is warranted; first, such a
the RG encourages your comments; this
repuations. For example, Columbia,
strong allegation must be supported by
week we want to know what you think of
Harvard, Stanford, Vrrginia; these schools
strong evidence. Second, there are not one
Susan Weinberg's concerns about other
also have great reputations and presumor two, but eighteen schools that rank
schools' Career Services, our alums, and
ably their students have about as much
above us in placement in US News. Third,
Admissions. We also want to know what
"pride" as ours.
Weinberg: I can't comment on other this is the fourth straight year that UM has you think of the new services that have
ranked below 14th in placement. It is unbeen added, and may in the future be added
schools. I just know that I've heard of
clear
to me without further evidence how
to Career Services. Thanks to all of you
some of our students doing this.
much effect, if any, this alleged "padding"
who have responded to our survey; your
RG: But why are our graduates more
has on our rank.
input is very valuable. The next page conlikely to do this than other schools' graduHowever, Susan Weinberg's second
tains a preview of some of the comments
ates? How does this "pride" factor explain
and
third
concerns seem not as weighty as
we have received; the complete results of
the statistical disparity between us and
the first. It's unclear why our graduates
other schools?
the survey will appear in the next issue.
would intentionally misrepresent themFor those of you that haven't filled out the
Weinberg: I don't know.
selves as unemployed. It's also difficult
survey, please take a few moments to comto reconcile her third concern (on Admisplete it and return it to the RG Survey Box.
Regarding Admissions Office and
sions) with the fact that many schools that
We would appreciate your comments.
Attrition
are much less selective than Michigan have
better placement stats (ie. USC, Vanderbilt,
Weinberg: The Admissions process is
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So, w-hat are you trying to say?
We are still com.piling the career services surveys, but we thought we'd provide
you with a preview of what will be published next issue. Keep the surveys
coming, folks.
"[World of Law is] terrible, don't let "Susan Kalb Weinberg, JD," speak in public-ever"- 3L
''World of Law? I'd prefer not to think back to those sessions."- 2L
"The World of Law program is extremely strong. That is, if you use "strong'' to modify
"suck''. - 2L
"I am quite impressed with OCS. They do a wonderful job of .managing employer interviews. I especially like the website."- 2L
"Ms. Weinberg has an unruly te.mper. If I wanted a lecture, I could call .my mother, thank
you." -IL
"I didn't feel particularly stressed about .my job prospects in general until I sat through
some of these sessions; I think there .must be a way to convey the need to take career development seriously without .making those with average grades feel terror in our hearts about
our prospects." -IL
"In .my resu.me appointtnent, Susan Weinberg viewed .my varsity sports experience as far
.more important than .my editorship of a s.mall college paper-in the context of "transferable
skills." In interviews, six people coiDDlented on the latter, none on the former. Apparendy
they viewed time-resource .management, writing & editing, and leadership as .more transferable than nmning. Go figure." - IL
'~ I have to say is if Susan Kalb Weinberg tells .me one m.ore time to "use any connections"
that I have or "don't neglect your hom.e m.arket," I am. going to scream.!!! That m.ight have
been good advice in Novem.ber or Decem.ber, but not for lLs who still don't have a sUIDDler
job in m.id-March. Going to a m.eeting called "the on-going job search'' and being told the
exact same thing you've been told before is extremely frustrating." - IL

"The On-Cam.pus program for those of us m.oney-hungry pigs was pretty good ••• Susan
Weinberg was m.ore worried about editing m.y resum.e for political correctness and sanitizing
all religious/political references than any co.mm.ents on quality."- 2L
"Rob [Precht] is great••• helpful, fantastic, knowledgeable, creative, resourceful and honest!"
-IL

"If Rob Precht spent less tim.e writing his book on the World Trade Center bom.bing trial
and m.ore time with students, the Office [of public service] would be far stronger."- 2L
"This survey is such an obvious hit job. I don't know who on the RG couldn't get a SUIDDler
job, but don't blame others for your own ineptness" - 3L [Eds. Noee--Hey, come on, we all
have jobs. Juse yesterelay, Kris got her Burger World uniform sized.]
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Hundreds of students marched to show their suppon of affirmative action on the
National Day ofAction, March 24, 1998.

The &s

TotheRG:
We are writing in response to the
anonymously authored letter regarding the
MAP program published in your last issue. We are student advisors for the program, have participated extensively in
MAP throughout our enrollment at the
Law School, and we are largely responsible for the program's current content.
In our experience, criticisms from
non-minority students (presumably including your anonymous author) about MAP
usually focus on concerns regarding its
academic content. Therefore, we will
move promptly to that subject. First, it is
worth noting that (1) the program focus is
providing interested minority students with
a support structure to help alleviate the isolation many feel in this traditionally nondiverse environment, (2) the vast majority
of MAP meetings and events are wholly
non-academic in nature. and (3) some minority students choose not to participate
in MAP at all.
As in most extracurricular law school
organizations, pursuit of academic
achievement is a frequent topic in MAP.

Dear Anonymous,

This is in response to your March 18
letter to the RG regarding the Minority
Affairs Program(MAP), a multi dimensional peer support program for first year
students of color. We will respond, briefly,
to what we believe to be your main points
of inquiry.
First, neither the existence nor the content of the MAP program support any notion that the Law School, through its admissions policy, is admitting unqualified
students. All of our students are qualified
to be here. Further, MAP is not remedial
and the fact that topics such as how to prepare for classes and exams are discussed
in MAP groups should not suggest other-
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Student advisors suggest study methods
and aids that have been helpful in the past,
and preparation tips are frequently offered
by guest students who excelled in lL
courses. Professors are occasionally invited to attend meetings, and those who
accept sometimes field questions from students who have answered previously-designated old exam questions. All questions
used are on open reserve in the library (often with model answers), and information
exchanged during these visits is not unlike that provided by professors during
office hours, lunch outings with other students, and course/exam reviews in class.
Minority students are frequently excluded
from study groups and other information
sharing networks at school, and these efforts help address that disparity.
The suggestion that students are "not
allowed" to discuss MAP with non-minority students is ridiculous. If anything, such
discussion is encouraged by the administration to avoid mischaracterizations like
those suggested in your letter. Unfortunately, however, many students are uncomfortable discussing race issues with people
from different backgrounds. (Including

your anonymous author, who expressed
trouble finding "a place where [he/she] felt
comfortable" having such discussions. Is
it any wonder that some minority students
feel this way?). Still, we are skeptical as
to how "many" participants the author
found unwilling to discuss MAP, and want
it known that all of the undersigned are
open to such discussion upon request.
Ugly insinuations regarding the capa- .
bilities of minority students emerge from
various locales within the Law School environment with unfortunate frequency. We
view the letter you recently published as
another episode of this type, and hope .it
prompts more inclusive discussion on race
relations and surrounding issues (including MAP) at the Law School.

wise. These topics are salient for all law
students and are addressed in many other
subsets of the law school, from individual
study groups to the FYI program. The fact
that these issues are also discussed among
students of color, in MAP sessions, should
not be surprising or alarming.
Second, the MAP program provides neither "special" nor "additional" support
for its participants. The Law School provides many types of support for all of its
students, depending on individual student
concerns. There is nothing accessible
through MAP that is not accessible to any
student here at the Law School.
Admittedly, MAP is unique in that it
is a program built around race and issues
of race. It is not surprising that our minority students face issues that are differ-

ent from those facing members of the law
school class as a whole. Racial identity
will often inform experience and perspective. Indeed, it is this very sense of "difference" that makes racial diversity one of
the many types of diversity that the Law
School strives to achieve.
Finally, we are sorry that you have found
it difficult to engage others on the subject
of MAP. You are welcome to speak with
either of us about the program, at any time.

Sincerely,
Ron Hall
Julie Rodriguez
Matt Carlin
Delmar Thomas
Stasha Jain-Kumar

Indrani Lall
GeorgeCho
Dallae Chin
Karen Phillips

Sincerely,
Charlotte H. Johnson,
Director of Academic Services
Jeffrey S. Lehman,
Dean
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1st and Constitution
Continued from page 5
no avail.
Justice Ginsburg inquired whether
existing legal precedent could justify a favorable ruling for the tribe. Given the
mood of the court this seemed pointless,
even pathetic. The majority sufficiently
expelled any notion they may rule in the
Indians' favor.
Previous courts, and particularly the
make-up of this one, have set enough legal precedent to easily disfavor the preservation of Indian land, rights, and sovereignty. And perhaps the only reason the
case came so far was for Justice O'Connor
to vent, and ensure the Scales of Justice
wrap tighter around the jugular of an Indian Nation. Leaving those in the gallery
to ponder yet a single remaining question:
whether George Custer is related to Jus-

tice O'Connor on her mother's side or her
father's.
The End. One of the most distressing aspects of my law school experience
has been reading the decisions of the not
so recently configured Supreme Courtspearheading the erosion of civil and constitutional rights, reinforcing the disenfranchisement of Native American Indians.
Witnessing the cataclysm in person is no
less distressing.
The Congress and the courts have undermined Indian land rights, resources, and
sovereignty, forged law and policies aimed
at exterminating Indian culture, heritage
and lifestyle. Indian lands have been taken
by force, coercion, and unilateral congressional enactment Every treaty ever entered
into with the numerous different Indian
Nations, usually delineating land boundaries, has been broken by the United States.
Conflicts with Native American Indians

are not simply a closed, past chapter of
history. Native people continue to suffer
injustice, still fight to maintain their land
base, water, fishing, and hunting rights,
attempting to retain self-determination,
sovereignty, and control of their affairs and
resources. As comparatively scarce and
decimated as Indian Country is these days,
the courts and Congress continue to obliterate its every last remaining vestige.
What kind of a society are we to essenti3lly endorse outdated, uncivilized
barbaric actions, laws and policies which
allow injustices to continue uncorrected?
The wrongs should be righted. Indian Nations are entitled to exercise full political
and legal sovereignty, self-determination,
and to control their own affairs and resources.

Symposium
Continued from page 3
stated, and "people are less prepared to
take the responsibility we give them." He
feels that how jurors dress can be an indicator of whether or not they recognize that
they are "in a special place," although he
wryly noted the same trend of informality
in law students' apparel.
One inhibition which must often be
overcome by jurors is that people do not
want to be seen as judgmental, since they
have been taught to be tolerant. "In our
efforts to create a 'kinder, gentler' society," he stated, "we have come to criticize
those who strongly express their judgments of others." We like to "see more
issues in shades of gray," he said, which
makes a jury's task more difficult.
Despite all its human weaknesses,
Judge Matsch feels that the jury is still the
best vehicle for interpreting the law. After all, he said, "if the law is so complex
that it cannot be explained to these twelve
people, there is something wrong." He
feels that many aspects of our law are specially suited to application by a jury, citing the many "reasonable person" stan-

dards and the "community standards" for
judging obscenity, and the fact that "our
law often depends on subjective analysis."
"Who best can answer these questions,"
he asked, "than twelve people from the real
world, working together in a quiet and
convenient place?''
As far as cameras in the courtroom,
Judge Matsch feels that "the biggest problem is what is being done with the film."
He sees little problem with providing
"gavel to gavel coverage with a panoramic
view" just like the courtroom audience
would see, instead of just "sound bites or
selected quips." However, he cautioned,
one must remember the potential effect on
witnesses who must give testimony in such
a public manner. He recalled a story of a
judge's wife who testified at the televised
trial of her son's murderer, and was then
was forced to relive the agony of her ordeal every time she was recognized in public.
Judge Matsch's address provided an
interesting contrast to the rest of the weekend, as he provided his perspective on
some of the topics discussed in other ses-

sions. Besides addressing cameras in the
courtroom and the six-person jury, Judge
Matsch also commented that "a lot of
money is wasted on worrying about what
jury consultants say." His views of jury
nullification were that it is fine in a situation where "the jury believes for whatever
reason that this person should not be convicted," but it is a cause for concern if the
jury takes an attitude of "to hell with him,
he's guilty" and allows pre-trial prejudice
to take over.
According to Judge Matsch, asking if
juries work is "like asking does Congress,
the President, the Supreme Court work?"
Although the judge did not offer his opinions on these questions, he did make it
clear that he believes that juries do a good
job of accomplishing exactly what we ask
them to do-to ''render a true verdict according to the laws and evidence" and that
"their verdicts are the best answers available" to the questions presented.
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Kids these days: guns, drugs, forbidden contraband ••• Evans, Georgia.
Last week, a high school student was
caught openly wearing and displaying a
Pepsi logo on Coke Day." The student
concealed the evil Pepsi logo underneath
another shirt, and upon brandishing it, was
sent to the principal's office, reprimanded
and expelled.
Coke executives had flown in to spend
the school day distributing discount
"Coke Cards" to students and
promote a Coke contest, while
school "officials" integrated
Coke into classroom instruction. He "ruined a
school picture .... deliberately being disruptive and
rude," whined school principal Gloria Hamilton.
"We had the regional president here." Part of a campaign to hook
young people on Coke, company spokeswoman Diana Garza described the $75
million promotion targeting the 14 to 24
age group. "We want to increase preference," Garza grinned, "and increase volume."
Michigan Law Ranking Plummets
•••• People still talkin' 'bout that witless
wonderless worthless dishrag of a
publication's ranking system. Michigan's
falls to number eight from last year's number seven position. Weakness: Michigan's
job placement ranking at a whopping number 19, behind otherwise 25th ranked
Brigham Young. Of course this is an unfair comparison. The graduates at Brigham
Yo u n g have three different sets of inlaws to make job connections for them.

Where's

· =~~Hillary
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Taylor?

Talk
My

long-time favorite Jack Nicholson takes
horne a well-deserved Oscar for his work
in WITCHES OF EASTWICK (with Michelle
Pfeiffer), and WoLF (with Michelle
Ffeiffer). What? Good As It Gets?? Ohdefinitely Oscar performances were required as Jack and Helen convincingly
pretended not to notice the movie's unbelievably lame "love story" plot: woman
raising young boy keeps hanging around
borderline psychotic guy.
Untimely Deaths: Temporarily
blinded when an unidentified disgruntled
customer splashed diet coke in his face,
Ronald McDonald slipped, fell, and was
sucked into an industrial meat grinder on
Wednesday. His remains may be purchased with a small fries and honorary hat.

Paint-Removing, Coca-Cola, ComaCaca. Some are blaming the Arkansas
Schoolyard Tragedy on an old TV movie
shown on the Canadian SCTV
network portraying Coca.......,'="..,. Cola executives who actually set fire to a nearby
Pepsi plant, and shot down
workers as they fled the building.
OUT FROM THE PIGS. Finally
moved into my own private fullyequipped and furnished studio apartment.
Problem solved? Fa-get-it. The place
looks sweet until you try to use something
or find a place to sit. It is fully equipped
with every shoddy, malfunctioning,
defective, shabby piece-of-infectedadornment possible. Every appurtenance features shoddy workmanship and short of the mark
amenities. The towels are so
cheap there they shed black fuzz
balls over the apartment, on my
face and in my hair. The place is
heated by radiators that turn on sporadically, and then shut off for a week,
largely due to the whim and fancy of a
troll-like sub-basement dwelling tenant
whose apartment houses the thermostat
controls for the entire building.
There's no red button on the garbage
disposal for after you grind up a spoon; a
guy died on the first floor (but wasn't discovered right away), so there is a permanent "time to take out the garbage" smell
in the entryway; and the lighting fixtures'
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bulbs max-out at 40 watts so I'm basically
living in the dark less I
focus every light from all corners and crevices of
the room upon
my meager reading material.
The mini-blinds
are so cheap, one
broke in half
while I tried to
theget it out of the allway-up position and the landlord apologized to me--<:arne over while I was at
work, washed the dirty dishes in the sink,
made the bed, and left a giant-sized bottle
of Absolut on the dresser. The oven and
two burners on the stove do not work and
it leaks gas. I'm just afraid the sparks that
shoot out from the refrigerator when I open
the freezer door are going to cause an explosion. Kervorkian could sublet the place
and ditch that silly death-van of his .
The toaster ejects toast airborne over
the counter and onto the floor about one
out of every three times. Not a big deal
because when it doesn'tjavelin the toast,
it bums it black to a crisp. That sets off
the smoke alarm. The first time the smoke
alarm went off I tried pulling it out of the
wall, disconnecting the battery, opening all
the windows, and flushing the toilet repeatedly. Dangling from the ceiling by a red,
a white, and a yellow wire, it kept ringing-the loudest thing I've
....~-......,L.. heard since a Scorpi._-=-.. ons' concert in L.A.
2~~~ Unfortunately, my
baseball bat is in Ann
Arbor. After fifteen
minutes of trial-and-error, a call to the landlord,
and flipping it the bird, I fanned
it with a wet towel. It stopped. But
only for 30-seconds, and then it went off
again. Meanwhile, not a single person in
the entire 20-unit apartment building inquired, or attempted to come to my (or the
toaster's) rescue. It's like those car-alarms.
The last time a car alarm raised curiousity
was in 1965. H you wantto steal a car, the
first thing you do is make sure it has an
alarm. Now when the smoke detector goes
off, I leave and go out for a cup of coffee.
There it goes again. Later.
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ory
By Bruce Manning
RG Contrbuting Editor

On television, Johnnie Cochran,
middle-aged at-risk-of-becoming-obscure
African-American celebrity, is sitting on
an over-stuffed beige couch. Next to him
on an ornate end table is a black rotary
phone. Next to the rotary phone, levitating above a prayer mat, is a woman
wrapped in tie-dyed cloth with a crystal
ball in her lap. Mr. Cochran is talking to
her and they are looking at, and sometimes
petting, the black phone. Across the bottom of the screen, a number is scrolling
by, 1-900-LAWYERS, followed by exhortations like "Call Now!"
Across from the television in my
apartment, I, rapidly-aging totally obscure
Caucasian law student, am sitting on a
soggy beige couch. Next to me, on a
cheap-ass end table, is a cheap-ass green

push-button phone. Next to the phone, is
a drained bottle of Jack Daniels (the only
JD currently in reach ... ). Next to the Jack
Daniels is squalor, next to squalor is
oblivion. I am looking at, and sometimes
petting, the cheap-ass green phone.
Life has gotten me down as of late.
I'm a bit teed off and a bit drunk. I need
to make myself feel better. I see the number. I call.
"Hi," I say.
"Welcome to the Psychic Lawyers
Friends Network. Tills is Trudy, I know
how to help you," a light and pleasant
voice says.
"I don't believe in psychic lawyers.
Are you a psychic lawyer?" I say.
"I am a psr_chic lawyer," she assures
me.
"Try this, psychic lawyer," I say.
"Outside the airport are a line of cabs. First
cab gets first customer, and so on down
the line. A woman comes out of baggage
claim. The first cab is driven by a man.
She goes to the second cab, which is
driven by a woman. They leave. Who
and for what can the first cab driver
sue?"
"You're a Capricorn," Trudy says.
"Wrong!" I say triumphantly. "Now
try this. A man is a demolitions expert. In his trunk, he has stolen dynamite from a construction site where
he works. After hiring a prostitute,
they share a joint. She flicks ash into
his trunk, and his car blows up. Who
and for what can the demolitions expert sue?"
"You're a partner in a real-estate firm
in sunny Tahiti," Trudy says.
"Couldn't be further from the truth!"
I crow. "Psychic lawyer, my fanny. Try
this: Recently, my best friend Kenny died
in a tragic auto accident. Can I sue
South Park for intentional infliction
of emotional distress?"
"Your lucky lottery numbers are 11,
22, 19, 9, and 7."

"Hah!" I say, "That's the day my pet
ferret died!" I'm beginning to feel better.
''Try this, charlatan: My friend Jane was
at a rave last week and saw a guy wearing
a tight T-shirt that read, in hip retro lettering, 'Slap My Ass.' Jane slapped his ass.
He is suing her for assault, battery, sexual
harassment, and intentional violation of
personal space bubble. Does he have a
case?"
"You need-" Trudy begins.
"Or," I cut her off, "You're the inhouse counsel for a supermarket chain.
'Lucky Charms' introduced a new marshmallow last week, pink triangles. Crazed
Southern Baptists, in protest of this breakfast cereal addition, removed all the cereal from your shelves and burned it in the
parking lot. A woman doing dry-cleaning
next door is allergic to the scent of burnt
Trix and had to be hospitalized. She sues
you. What is your plan?''
"You need-" Trudy begins again, a
little louder.
My pulse is pounding, I'm feeling
down-right perky. "Walking down the
street yesterday, a man carrying a placard
that read 'I Sell Iilegal Drugs- Cheap!'
was stopped and searched by a meter maid.
The meter maid found 47 Tootsie Rolls,
which the man believed were hallucinogenic. What are his crimes, what are his
defenses?"
"You need a-" Trudy begins anew,
her voice rising.
"You're no psychic lawyer," I charge
giddily. "You're a total fraud, you should
take that crystal ball and stick it where the
sun don't sh -"
"You need a life, asshole!" Trudy
shouts.
>>Click<<
Ouch, that hurt.
I don't feel so good anymore, but I've
learned my lesson: There is such a thing
as a psychic lawyer.
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can be quite fun when it's channeled creatively"- Gary Trudeau
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Previously: Matt was informed that
the Gunner planned to destroy
Hutchins during his Evidence final.
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Legal Lad
Coming in the next issue of Qtbt la.tS ~tStat...
Some people love him ... Some people hate him ... Some
people couldn't care less...If you are in one of the
first two categories, you don't want to miss ...

T~e Oeaf-~

'By f\aH Ca~lin, 2-L
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WHO'S ON
TOP OF THE

TOTEM
POLE
ATAMERICNS

TOP100
LAW FIRMS?
The 1997 AMLAWTech
Survey showed the top
100 law firms use the
LEXIS®-NEXIS®services
more than any other
electronic research tool.
More than Westlaw®
. More
than CD-ROM. More
than the Internet. You'll
find yourself on top when
you use LEXIS-NEXIS.
NUMBER ONE IN THE REAL WORLD.

-@_A member of the Reed Elsevier plc group

Number one with America's top 100 law firms
LEXIS and NEXIS are registered trademarks of Reed Elsevier Properties Inc.. used under license. The INFORMATION ARRAY logo is a trademark of Reed Elsevier
Prooerties Inc•. used under license. WesUaw is a reQistered trademark of West Group. ©1998 LE XIS~N EXIS, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 2570
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If any of these quotes are bothersome to you, go see Larry Sager. He'll hug you and never let you go.
"[You'd] better start running."
-2L in Lexis training, after rep announced that she had left behind freebies in her car
"One of the most disturbing [trends] is the attire of jurors . . . but then I see how law students dress."
-JudgeR. Matcsh, responding to a question on changing social norms in the court room
"I'll let you say something . .. before your head gets cut off."
-Prof. S. Clark to a student who was attempting to explain an unpopular viewpoint
"I'm back here thinking about Marv Albert . . . perhaps that's a problem."
-3L, during a discussion of rape shield laws in Evidence
"Stop talking like a sausage."
"What's that supposed to mean?"
"I don't know . . . It's something my grandma used to say."
-Incomprehensible exchange overheard at a law school dinner party
"I'd like to pit wrestle with him."
-Macho 2L, expressing admiration for Prof. J.J. White
"After weeks of detective work, I finally found out who you have to sleep with to get them to keep Hutchins Hall a decent, normal
temperature ... It's not worth it."
-2L,bemoaning a quid pro quo dilemma
"I have as much right to be here as anyone! I'm a law student, dammit! A law student! I'll get you for this!"
-Man wearing clown suit being removed from Hutchins Hall by campus security
[I could not verifY this quote. Yes, submissions are actually scrutinized. -Rick]

Please send overheard quotes to rmlee@umich.edu.

4Q Interviews: Quickie Interviews of Busy Law Professors
With ••• Prof. Margaret Leary, Law Library Director & Advanced Legal Research Taskmaster
Rick: "Did a student really get buried under a pile of Uniform Laws Annotated last year?''
Leary: "Tiris rumor couldn't possibly be true. First, ULA isn't nearly large enough to cover any law student-you'd have to have a much
bigger set, say Michigan Supreme court briefs, to even think about succeeding in burying a law student. Second, you'd need a set
that was high up on the shelves, say on level 10, where no one could hear or be likely to come to help. Then, you'd give the student
a pass to the stacks, tell him the books he wanted were on the top shelf of range 23, and tell him to use the stepstool-don't mention
that it's broken-at the end of that wobbly range with the faulty electric switch. We find this an effective way to deal with people
who eat or drink in the library."
Rick: "I love Advanced Legal Research; each new assignment is like getting a present on Christmas day. Is there something wrong with
me?''
Leary: "Well, how do you define 'wrong?' If you want to do well in a summer job, write an excellent research paper for a seminar, lose your
feeling of insecurity about using Lexis or Westlaw in a cost-effective manner-which ALR teaches you-then you're right, not
wrong."
Rick: "Do you take pleasure in punishing students with Kunz exercises?''
Leary: "How could it be punishment to learn how to search online for a bam owner's liability for harm done to trespassing
children in Wisconsin? I save the punishment for the quizzes! Ha, ha, ha."
Rick: "My mantra is 'Corpus Juris Secundum. .. Corpus Juris Secundum.' Go ahead, say it, it's fim. What's yours?''
Leary: "Hey Rick, I'm disappointed, I thought you'd caught on by now. Your mantra should be: 'Ask a librarian, start with a secondary
source; ask a librarian, start with a secondary source.' Mine is: "The Tigers have improved, the Tigers have improved ...."
Rick: "Thanks, Professor Leary. I learned a lot in ALR. Now I can write real good."
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